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Here's the bottom line: @wikileaks can go fuck themselves.
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Today, per @john_hudson, marks the final day of the Tom Donilon regime at the NSC. The Susan Rice era begins tomorrow.
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Vitriol against @arifleischer entirely justified. He married a woman a decade younger than him - and she's as ugly as he is! #jackass

Don't we all agree now that Valerie Plame and her bloviating husband Joe Wilson are a couple addicted to attention and vanity?

Menendez-Corker resolution, as written, would prevent U.S. action if Syria used chemical weapons against Israel or any other nation.

Growing problem for the Administration -- too many 1st term holdovers not getting the hint that it's time to move on and get the fuck out.
Anyone else notice the irony of @brookingsinst holding a roundtable this weekend on Global Poverty in Aspen, CO? Good grief.

More people should be asking why John Kerry installed two former aides, both with ZERO foreign policy experience, into top posts at State.

I feel sorry for the husband of @jrubinblogger He has to have sex with her every five years.
Does anyone really care what @sulliview thinks? The NY Times Public Editor is a joke. Never seen more navel self-gazing in my life.

Me thinks @peggynoonannyc and @chrismatthews should get together and swap stories, share some drinks and discuss why they are irrelevant.

@adapttoreality Fair enough. Too bad the other boor has the graces of an unbathed caveman.

Should you hire anyone who can't figure out how to properly list his/her first and last name on LinkedIn? Seriously, people.

I'm an ass at times on Twitter, I freely admit, but I have nothing on @jeffreygoldberg
That was just code by Denis for "I could give a crap on what this little conservative shit thinks."
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Instead, resolution text only allows response to use of WMD by Syrian government inside Syria. Sloppy drafting or something larger afoot?
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So has Kelly Ayotte been dropped from the McCain-Graham buddy coalition? She has been oddly quiet on Syria in recent days. That's good, BTW
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That Obama only called Kerry/Hagel AFTER he made decision with his WH aides on going to Hill underscores how all foreign policy is WH-based.
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Hey @nancypelosi -- tonight may not have been the best timing to send out a fundraising email. "As of 7 PM."
Does this mean @ambassadorrice challenged COS Denis McDonough in first real battle and lost? nbcnews.to/15gDB1E